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METHOD FOR SOLID-STATE IMAGING 
DEVICE WITH OVERLAPPING SIGNAL 
CHARGE TRANSFER PROCESSES 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is based upon and claims the bene?t of 
priority from the Japanese Patent Application No. 2006 
215680 ?led onAug. 8, 2006; the entire contents of Which are 
incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Technical Field 
The invention relates to a method for driving a solid-state 

imaging device Which comprises a photoelectric conversion 
section made up by arranging tWo-dimensionally a plurality 
of photoelectric conversion elements, a horiZontal transfer 
section and a line memory interposed betWeen the vertical 
transfer sections and the horiZontal transfer section. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
In a solid-state imaging device adopted in an apparatus 

such as a digital camera, in order to detect an image of a 
subject at each of tWo-dimensional image pixels, a large 
number of photoelectric conversion elements (generally, pho 
todiodes) are disposed in positions of respective intersection 
points orpositions of spaces in a square lattice pattern in a roW 
direction and a column direction so as to be arranged into a 
tWo-dimensional arrangement. In addition, in order to sense a 
color image, in general, a plurality of photoelectric conver 
sion elements Which are associated With respective colors of 
R, G, B are arranged tWo-dimensionally on a regular basis 
according to a speci?c arrangement pattern such as a Bayer 
arrangement. 

In general, signals Which are read out of respective photo 
electric conversion elements of the solid-state imaging device 
are transferred sequentially in the column direction (the ver 
tical direction) via vertical charge transfer sections (V CCDs) 
and are, thereafter, transferred in the roW direction (the hori 
Zontal direction) via a horiZontal charge transfer section 
(HCCD), Whereby signal charges of the photoelectric conver 
sion elements aligned in the horiZontal direction are pro 
ces sed sequentially line by line. In addition, a line memory for 
holding signals of all the pixels of one horiZontal line is 
interposed betWeen the vertical charge transfer sections and 
the horiZontal charge transfer section. Then, signal charges 
output from the vertical charge transfer sections are tempo 
rarily stored in the line memory, and after having been trans 
ferred from the line memory to the horiZontal charge transfer 
section, the signal charges are transferred in the horiZontal 
direction over the horiZontal charge transfer section. JP 2002 
112122 A (corresponding to US. Pat. No. 7,187,411) and JP 
2002-185870 A relates to the solid-state imaging device con 
?gured as has been described above. 
When attempting to drive the solid-state imaging device 

con?gured as has been described above, after signal charges 
read out of the respective photoelectric conversion elements 
have been transferred to the vertical charge transfer sections 
(VCCDs). The signal charges are transferred in a vertical 
direction on the vertical charge transfer sections. The signal 
charges are passed over to the line memory from outputs of 
the vertical charge transfer sections. Thereafter, the signal 
charges on the line memory are transferred to the horiZontal 
charge transfer section (HCCD). Furthermore, the signal 
charges are transferred sequentially pixel by pixel in the hori 
Zontal direction over the horiZontal charge transfer section. 
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2 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

FIG. 14 shoWs one example of transfer timings of the signal 
charges. As shoWn in FIG. 14, ?rstly, With the operation of the 
line memory and the operation of the horiZontal chare transfer 
section stopped, only the vertical charge transfer sections are 
driven, so that the signal charges on the vertical charge trans 
fer sections are transferred in the vertical direction (a vertical 
transfer time period T1). After the transfer operation of the 
vertical charge transfer sections has been completed, the sig 
nal charges held on the line memory are transferred to the 
horiZontal charge transfer section (an LM transfer time period 
T2). Thereafter, only the horiZontal charge transfer section is 
driven so as to transfer the signal charges on the horiZontal 
charge transfer section are transferred in the horiZontal direc 
tion (a horiZontal transfer time period T3). By repeating these 
operations, the signal charges of all the pixels of a frame can 
be read out. 

Incidentally, in solid-state imaging devices Which are used 
in digital cameras developed and sold in these days, in order 
to achieve a high resolution by increasing the number of 
pixels, the number of photoelectric conversion elements to be 
installed on the image sensing device is increased to a very 
high level. In the solid-state imaging device like this, since a 
large number of photoelectric conversion elements need to be 
read out sequentially, there is a tendency that a required time 
to read out all the pixels of one frame becomes long. Conse 
quently, When sensing images continuously over a plurality of 
frames, there is imposed a limitation on the frame rate or the 
number of frames to be sensed per predetermined time period. 
Because of this, there is a demand for reduction in the time 
required to read out signal charges. 

HoWever, if the control shoWn in FIG. 14 is performed, the 
horiZontal charge transfer section cannot implement the hori 
Zontal transfer of the signal charges during the relatively long 
horiZontal transfer blanking time period T4 Which includes 
the vertical transfer time period T1 and the LM transfer time 
period T2. The control shoWn in FIG. 14 requires to take a 
time period Which is the sum of the horiZontal transfer blank 
ing time period T4 and the horiZontal transfer time period T3 
When reading out the signal charges for all the pixels of one 
line. Therefore, it is dif?cult to increase the frame rate. 
The invention has been made in vieW of the above, and 

provides a method for driving a semiconductor image sensing 
device Which can increase the frame rate higher than that 
obtained by the technologies, for example, shoWn in FIG. 14, 
by devising the contents of the control Without modifying the 
construction of the solid-state imaging device itself. 
(1) According to an aspect of the invention, a solid-state 

imaging device includes a photoelectric conversion sec 
tion, a plurality of vertical transfer sections, a line memory 
and a horiZontal transfer section. The photoelectric conver 
sion section is con?gured by arranging tWo-dimensionally 
a plurality of photoelectric conversion elements in a roW 
direction and a column direction. The vertical transfer sec 
tions transfer, in the column direction, signal charges out 
put from the photoelectric conversion elements Which are 
arranged in the column direction. The line memory is pro 
vided at ?nal charge transfer stages of the respective ver 
tical transfer sections. The line memory temporarily holds 
the signal charges. The horiZontal transfer section trans 
fers, in the roW direction, the signal charges output from the 
line memory. A method for driving the solid-state imaging 
device includes: performing a ?rst transfer process of 
transferring the signal charges in the column direction on 
the vertical transfer sections, at a ?rst timing; performing a 
second transfer process of transferring the signal charges 
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output from the vertical transfer sections to the horizontal 
transfer section through the line memory, at a second tim 
ing; performing a third transfer process of transferring the 
signal charges in the roW direction on the horizontal trans 
fer section, at a third timing; and controlling the ?rst to 
third timings so that at least a part of a second period during 
Which the second transfer process is performed overlaps a 
?rst period during Which the ?rst transfer process is per 
formed. 
According to this method for driving the solid-state imag 

ing device, since the ?rst to third timings are controlled so that 
the at least part of the second period during Which the second 
transfer process is performed overlaps the ?rst period during 
Which the ?rst transfer process is performed, the horizontal 
transfer blanking time period can be shortened. Conse 
quently, the readout time required for one line obtained by 
adding the horizontal transfer blanking time period and the 
horizontal transfer time period (corresponding to T3 in FIG. 
14) is shortened. Thereby, the frame rate is improved. 
(2) Also, in the method of ( l ), the second transfer process may 

be started before the ?rst transfer process is started. The 
second transfer process may be completed before a ?rst 
potential is applied to an electrode for the ?nal charge 
transfer stages of the vertical transfer sections. The ?rst 
potential is used for introducing the signal charges result 
ing from the ?rst transfer process to the ?nal charge trans 
fer stages of the vertical transfer sections. 
According to this method for driving the solid-state imag 

ing device, the timings are controlled so that the second 
transfer process is started before the ?rst transfer process is 
started and that the second transfer process is completed 
before the ?rst potential for introducing the signal charges 
from the upstream to the ?nal charge transfer stages of the 
vertical transfer sections is applied to the electrode for the 
?nal charge transfer stages. Therefore, the horizontal transfer 
blanking time period can be shortened, and signal charges in 
an upstream-side roW can be prevented from being mixed 
With signal charges in a doWnstream-side roW. Namely, since 
a How of the signal charges in the upstream-side roW is cut off 
by a potential barrier formed in the electrode for the ?nal 
charge transfer stages of the vertical transfer sections before 
the ?rst potential is applied to the electrode for the ?nal 
charge transfer stages, the mixing of the signal charges 
betWeen roWs can be surely prevented in the electrode for the 
?nal charge transfer stages. 

Namely, a problem that arises When the timing of the ?rst 
transfer process overlaps the timing of the second transfer 
process is that there is a possibility that signal charges are 
mixed up betWeen roWs adjacent to each other. For example, 
When the second transfer process is performed at the timing of 
the ?nal stage of the ?rst transfer process, the signal charges 
held in the ?nal charge transfer stages of the vertical transfer 
sections Would be alloWed to start leaking to the horizontal 
transfer section via the line memory at a breath. Therefore, the 
signal charges in the up stream-side roW and the signal charges 
in the doWnstream-side roW are alloWed to be mixed With 
each other. (Here, a direction in Which signal charges ?oW 
from the transfer source to the transfer destination is regarded 
as a ?oWing direction of the signal discharges. The transfer 
source is referred to as the upstream in the ?oWing direction 
of the signal charges, and the transfer destination is referred to 
as the doWnstream in the ?oWing direction of the signal 
charges.) According to the method of (2), a fast frame rate can 
be realized While preventing the mixture of signal charges in 
the Way described above. 
(3) In the method of (l), the second transfer process may be 

started after the ?rst transfer process is started. The second 
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4 
transfer process may be completed before a ?rst potential is 
applied to an electrode for the ?nal charge transfer stages of 
the vertical transfer sections. The ?rst potential is used for 
introducing the signal charges resulting from the ?rst trans 
fer process to the ?nal charge transfer stages of the vertical 
transfer sections. 
According to this method for driving the solid-state imag 

ing device, the timings are controlled so that the second 
transfer process is started after the ?rst transfer process is 
started, and that the second transfer process is completed 
before the ?rst potential for introducing the signal charges 
from the upstream side is applied to the electrode for the ?nal 
charge transfer stages of the vertical transfer sections. There 
fore, the horizontal transfer blanking time period can be 
shortened. Also, the signal charges of the upstream-side roW 
and the signal charges of the doWnstream-side roW can be 
prevented from being mixed With each other. Thereby, a fast 
frame rate can be realized While preventing the mixture of 
signal charges in the Way described above. 
(4) In the method of (l), the second transfer process may be 

started before the ?rst transfer process is started. The sec 
ond transfer process may be completed after a ?rst poten 
tial is applied to an electrode for the ?rst charge transfer 
stages of the vertical transfer sections and before a second 
potential is applied to an electrode of the line memory. The 
?rst potential is used for introducing the signal charges 
resulting from the ?rst transfer process to the ?nal charge 
transfer stages of the vertical transfer sections. The second 
potential is used for transferring the introduced signal 
charges to the horizontal transfer section. 
According to this method for driving the solid-state imag 

ing device, the second transfer process is started before the 
?rst transfer process is started, and the second transfer pro 
cess is completed after the ?rst potential for introducing the 
signal charges from the upstream side is applied to the elec 
trode for the ?nal charge transfer stages of the vertical transfer 
sections and before the second potential for transferring the 
introduced signal charges to the horizontal transfer section is 
applied. Therefore, the horizontal transfer blanking time 
period can be shortened. Also, the signal charges in the 
upstream- side roW and the signal charges in the doWnstream 
side roW can be prevented from being mixed With each other. 
Thereby, a fast frame rate can be realized While preventing the 
mixture of signal charges in the Way described above. 

In addition, since the time period for the second transfer 
process can be made relatively long, signal charges can be 
prevented from being left. Namely, since the electrode for the 
?nal charge transfer stages of the vertical transfer sections 
and the electrode for controlling the transfer of the line 
memory are both formed broadly, it is inevitable that a rela 
tively long time is taken to transfer the signal charges. Con 
sequently, attempting to read out the signal charges at high 
speeds With a control signal having high frequency increases 
the possibility that all the signal charges cannot be transferred 
Within the second time period during the second transfer 
process is performed and that some of the signal charges are 
left not transferred. Then, this method for driving the solid 
state imaging device completes the second transfer process 
after the ?rst potential for introducing the signal charges from 
the upstream side is applied to the electrode for the ?nal 
charge transfer stages of the vertical transfer sections and 
before the second potential for transferring the introduced 
signal charges to the horizontal transfer section is applied. 
Therefore, the time period during Which the second transfer 
process is performed can be made relatively long, to thereby 
make it possible to prevent the signal charges from being left 
not transferred. 
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In addition, When the ?rst potential for introducing the 
signal charges from the upstream side is applied to the elec 
trode for the ?nal charge transfer stages of the vertical transfer 
sections, the signal charges from the upstream side come to 
How in to the vicinity of the electrode for the ?nal charge 
transfer stages of the vertical transfer sections. However, even 
in this state, if there exists a suf?cient potential difference 
from the potential at the electrode for controlling the transfer 
of the line memory, the line memory constitutes a barrier. 
Thereby, the signal charges are prevented from ?oWing out 
from the ?nal charge transfer stages of the vertical transfer 
sections to the horizontal transfer section. 

(5) In the method of (l), the second transfer process may be 
started after the ?rst transfer process is started. The second 
transfer process may be completed after a ?rst potential is 
applied to an electrode for the ?rst charge transfer stages of 
the vertical transfer sections and before a second potential 
is applied to an electrode of the line memory. The ?rst 
potential is used for introducing the signal charges result 
ing from the ?rst transfer process to the ?nal charge trans 
fer stages of the vertical transfer sections. The second 
potential is used for transferring the introduced signal 
charges to the horizontal transfer section. 

According to this method for driving the solid-state imag 
ing device, the second transfer process is started after the ?rst 
transfer process is started, and the second transfer process is 
completed after the ?rst potential for introducing the signal 
charges from the upstream side is applied to the electrode for 
the ?nal charge transfer stages of the vertical transfer sections 
and before the second potential for transferring the intro 
duced signal charges to the horizontal transfer section is 
applied. Therefore, the horizontal transfer blanking time 
period can be shortened, and the signal charges of the 
upstream-side line and the signal charges of the doWnstream 
side line can be prevented from being mixed With each other, 
Whereby a fast frame rate can be realized While preventing the 
mixture of signal charges in the Way described above. In 
addition, since the time period during Which the second trans 
fer process is performed can be made relatively long, the 
charges can be prevented from being left not transferred. 

According to the invention, the timings are controlled so at 
least a part of a second period during Which the second trans 
fer process is performed overlaps a ?rst period during Which 
the ?rst transfer process is performed. Therefore, the horizon 
tal transfer blanking time period can be made shortened. 
Consequently, the readout time required for a line obtained by 
adding the horizontal transfer blanking time period and the 
horizontal transfer time period is shortened, and the frame 
rate is improved. In addition, the con?guration of the solid 
state imaging device itself does not have to be modi?ed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing the basic con?guration 
of a solid state image sensing device. 

FIG. 2 is a plan vieW representing a realistic structure of a 
part of the solid-state imaging device. 

FIG. 3 is a partially enlarged plan vieW shoWing the 
detailed con?guration of a horizontal charge transfer section 
of the solid-state imaging device shoWn in FIG. 2. 

FIG. 4 is a section vieW taken along the line A-A of the 
solid-state imaging device shoWn in FIG. 2. 

FIG. 5 is a state transition diagram representing signal 
charges transferred over the solid-state imaging device and 
state transitions of potential of respective sections thereof. 
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FIG. 6 is a timing chart shoWing control timings of a 

method for driving the solid-state imaging device, according 
to a ?rst embodiment. 

FIG. 7 is state transition diagrams shoWing states of main 
portions of the solid-state imaging device at respective points 
in time When implementing the control shoWn in FIG. 6. 

FIG. 8 is exemplary diagrams representing an operation 
example of the solid-state imaging device When the control 
shoWn in FIG. 6 is implemented. 

FIG. 9 is exemplary diagrams representing a speci?c 
example of potential distribution in relation to the main por 
tions of the solid-state imaging device. 

FIG. 10 is a timing chart shoWing control timings of a 
method for driving a solid-state imaging device, according to 
a second embodiment. 

FIG. 11 is state transition diagrams shoWing states of main 
portions of the solid-state imaging device at respective points 
in time When the control shoWn FIG. 10 is implemented. 

FIG. 12 is a timing chart shoWing control timings of a 
method for driving a solid-state imaging device driving, 
according to a third embodiment. 

FIG. 13 a timing chart shoWing control timings of a method 
for driving a solid-state imaging device, according to a fourth 
embodiment. 

FIG. 14 is a timing chart shoWing control timings When a 
sold state image sensing device is driven. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 
OF THE INVENTION 

First Embodiment 

Hereinafter, a method for driving a solid-state imaging 
device according to exemplary embodiments of the invention 
Will be described in detail With reference to the draWings. 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing the basic con?guration 
of a solid-state imaging device. 
As shoWn in FIG. 1, a general solid-state imaging device 

100 has an image sensing section 110 in Which a large number 
of photoelectric conversion elements 120 are tWo-dimension 
ally arranged on a plane so as to be aligned along a roW 
direction (a direction of an arroW X) and a column direction (a 
direction of an arroW Y). The respective photoelectric con 
version elements 120 are normally photodiodes Which are 
made up of semiconductors and generate signal charges 
according to amounts of light determined by the intensity and 
exposure time of light incident on respective light receiving 
surfaces thereof. Namely, amounts of signal charge generated 
by the respective photoelectric conversion elements 120 cor 
respond to brightnesses of the respective pixels. 
The solid-state imaging device 100 includes a plurality of 

vertical charge transfer sections (V CCDs) 130(1) to 130(11), a 
lime memory 52, a horizontal charge transfer section 
(HCCD) 54 and an output ampli?er 55, so as to acquire signal 
charges output respectively by the large number of photo 
diodes 120 tWo-dimensionally arranged, according to a 
proper sequence from an output terminal OUT of the solid 
state image sensing as signals for each time series frame. 
Each vertical charge transfer section 130 is provided in a 

position neighboring the photoelectric conversion elements 
120 so as to extend in the Y direction. After having received 
signal charges from the respective photoelectric conversion 
elements 120 of one column, each vertical charge transfer 
section 130 transfers sequentially the signal charges received 
in the vertical direction (theY direction), and this operation is 
performed column by column. 
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The line memory 52 is disposed on an output side of the 
vertical charge transfer sections 130(1) to 130(n). Signal 
charges for one roW Which are output from the vertical charge 
transfer sections 130(1) to 130(n) are temporarily stored in 
the line memory 52. 

The signal charges for one roW that are stored in the line 
memory 52 are transferred from the line memory 52 to the 
horizontal charge transfer section 54. As a result, the signal 
charges for one roW are held in the horizontal charge transfer 
section 54. The horizontal charge transfer section 54 transfers 
sequentially the signal charges of one roW, Which are held 
therein, in the horizontal direction (the X direction) in units of 
pixel. The signal charges output from the horizontal charge 
transfer section 54 are ampli?ed by the output ampli?er 55 
and are then sent to the output terminal OUT. 

Control signals Which are necessary to realize the readout 
operation that has been described above, that is, a vertical 
transfer control signal <|>V (normally, a signal having a plu 
rality of phases), a transfer control signal <|>LM and a horizon 
tal transfer control signal (pH (normally, a signal having a 
plurality of phases) are generated, respectively, by a prede 
termined timing signal generation circuit 200, and are applied 
to the vertical charge transfer section 130, the line memory 52 
and the horizontal charge transfer section 54, respectively. 

Here, referring to FIGS. 2 to 5, a more speci?c con?gura 
tion example of the solid-state imaging device 100 Will be 
described beloW. 

FIG. 2 is a plan vieW Which represents partially the realistic 
con?guration of the solid-state imaging device. FIG. 3 is a 
partially enlarged plan vieW Which illustrates the detailed 
con?guration of the horizontal charge transfer section of the 
solid-state imaging device shoWn in FIG. 2. FIG. 4 is a section 
vieW Which represents a section of the solid-state imaging 
device shoWn in FIG. 2 taken along the line A-A. FIG. 5 is a 
state transition diagram Which represents state transitions of 
signal charges transferred on the solid-state imaging device 
and potentials of respective portions. 

In this example, as shoWn in FIG. 2, the large number of 
photoelectric conversion elements 120 are disposed so as to 
form a pattern in Which the photoelectric conversion elements 
in one roW are shifted by half of a pitch from the photoelectric 
conversion elements in the adjacent roW (a so-called honey 
comb array). In addition, it is assumed that the solid stage 
image sensing device 100 captures a color image. Therefore, 
as denoted by “G1,” “G2,” “B,” and “R” in FIG. 2, color 
components that the respective photoelectric conversion ele 
ments 120 detects are determined in advance. 

Namely, the respective photoelectric conversion elements 
120 denoted by “G1” and “G2” detect the brightness of a 
color component of green, the respective photoelectric con 
version elements 120 denoted by “B” detect the brightness of 
a color component of blue, and the respective photoelectric 
conversion elements 120 denoted by “R” detect the bright 
ness of a color component of red. 

In reality, a color component to be detected by each pho 
toelectric conversion element 120 is determined by a spectral 
characteristic of an optical ?lter disposed on the front of a 
light receiving surface of each photoelectric conversion ele 
ment 120. In the example shoWn in FIG. 2, four types of ?lter 
columns FC1, FC2, FC3 and FC4 are disposed With being 
divided for the respective columns of photoelectric conver 
sion elements 120. Optical ?lters of the ?lter column FC1 are 
made up of green ?lters (G1) only, optical ?lters of the ?lter 
column FC2 are made up of blue ?lters (B) and red ?lters (R), 
optical ?lters of the ?lter column FC3 are made up of green 
?lters (G2) only, and optical ?lters of the ?lter column FC4 
are made up of red ?lters (R) and blue ?lters (B). 
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8 
The respective photoelectric elements 120 in a column on 

Which the ?lter column FC1 is disposed are made to detect the 
“G1,” that is, color components of green. The respective 
photoelectric elements 120 in a column on Which the ?lter 
column FC2 is disposed are made to detect color components 
of the “B” (blue) or “R” (red). The respective photoelectric 
elements 120 in a column on Which the ?lter column FC3 is 
disposed are made to detect the “G2,” that is, color compo 
nents of green. The respective photoelectric elements 120 in 
a column on Which the ?lter column FC4 is disposed are made 
to detect color components of the “R” (red) or “B” (blue). 
As shoWn in FIG. 2, the vertical charge transfer section 130 

is formed into a meandering shape for each column of the 
photoelectric conversion elements 120 in a position betWeen 
each column and the adjacent column. The respective vertical 
charge transfer section 130 includes a vertical charge transfer 
channel 37 formed on a semiconductor substrate 35, a large 
number of ?rst vertical transfer electrodes 41 and second 
vertical transfer electrodes 43, a ?rst auxiliary transfer elec 
trode 45, a second auxiliary transfer electrode 46 and a third 
auxiliary transfer electrode 47, Which are all disposed on the 
semiconductor substrate 35 via an electrically insulating 
membrane (not shoWn). 

Namely, a predetermined potential distribution is formed 
on the respective vertical charge transfer channel 37 by apply 
ing predetermined voltages to the respective electrodes (41, 
43, 45, 46, 47). By sWitching sequentially the voltages 
applied to the respective electrodes, signal charges of the 
respective pixels in the vertical charge transfer section 
(V CCD) 130 can sequentially be transferred in a target direc 
tion. 
The vertical transfer electrode 41 and the second vertical 

transfer electrode 43 are formed for each roW of the photo 
electric conversion elements 120. In addition, each respective 
vertical transfer electrode 41 also functions as a readout gate 
for controlling the transfer of the signal charges from the 
photoelectric conversion elements 120 to the vertical charge 
transfer channel 37 of the vertical charge transfer section 130. 
As shoWn in FIG. 2, any of four-phase vertical transfer 

control signals (or, referred to as driving pulses) ¢V1, (1N2, 
¢V3, and ¢V4 is applied to the respective second vertical 
transfer electrodes 43 and ?rst vertical transfer electrodes 41 
Which are aligned alternately in the direction indicated by the 
arroW Y according to a positional relationship betWeen the 
second vertical transfer electrode 43 and the ?rst vertical 
transfer electrode 41. Similarly, the vertical transfer control 
signal ¢V2 is applied to the ?rst auxiliary transfer electrode 
45, the vertical transfer control signal <|>V3 is applied to the 
second auxiliary transfer electrode 46, and the vertical trans 
fer control signal ¢V4 is applied to the third auxiliary transfer 
electrode 47. 
The line memory 52 is formed in a position (a doWnstream 

side of the transfer direction of the signal charges) adjacent to 
the electrode (47) Which controls signal charges in the posi 
tion (a loWer side of FIG. 2) of the ?nal charge transfer stage 
of the respective vertical charge transfer sections 130. Trans 
fer control electrodes LM1 and LM2 are provided for con 
trolling the transfer of the signal charges in the line memory 
52. A transfer control signal <|>LM is applied to the transfer 
control electrodes LM1 and LM2. 
The con?guration in the vicinity of the line memory 52 and 

the horizontal charge transfer section 54 are shoWn in an 
enlarged fashion in FIG. 3. As shoWn in FIG. 3, the horizontal 
charge transfer section 54 has a horizontal charge transfer 
channel 56 Which extends in a strip-like fashion toWards the 
direction indicated by the arroW X and horizontal transfer 
electrodes Ha and Hb Which are formed over the horizontal 
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charge transfer channel 56. A large number of the horizontal 
transfer electrodes Ha and Hb are provided. The horizontal 
transfer electrodes Ha and the horizontal transfer electrodes 
Hb are disposed alternately. The respective horizontal trans 
fer electrode Ha is formed into a rectangular shape as vieWed 
from the top, and the respective transfer electrode Hb is 
formed into an inverted L-shape as vieWed from the top. 
As shoWn in FIG. 3, the respective horizontal transfer 

electrode Ha and the respective horizontal transfer electrode 
Hb are disposed substantially in the same position so as to be 
adjacent to each other and form pairs. The pairs so made are 
electrically commonly connected to each other. In addition, 
any of four-phase horizontal transfer control signals (referred 
to as driving pulses) <|>H1, ¢H2, <|>H3 and <|>H4 is applied to the 
horizontal transfer electrodes Ha and Hb, Which are aligned 
sequentially, according to positions Where the respective 
horizontal electrodes Ha and Hb are disposed. 

The sectional con?guration taken along the line A-A in 
FIG. 2 is shoWn in FIG. 4. Although FIG. 4 illustrates a 
relative positional relationship among the vertical charge 
transfer section 130, the line memory 52 and the horizontal 
charge transfer section 54 and those con?guration in a con 
ceptual fashion, it should be noted that the dimensions of each 
element is not to accurate scale. 
As shoWn in FIG. 4, a p-type impurity added region 35b is 

formed on the semiconductor substrate 35. The vertical 
charge transfer channel 37 for the vertical charge transfer 
section 130, a charge transfer channel 52a for the line 
memory 52 and the horizontal charge transfer channel 56 for 
the horizontal charge transfer section 54 are formed above the 
p-type impurity region 35b. Signal charges read out from the 
respective photoelectric conversion elements 120 are trans 
ferred to the output terminal OUT after passing sequentially 
through the vertical charge transfer channel 37, the charge 
transfer channel 52a and the horizontal charge transfer 56. 
As shoWn in FIG. 4, vertical transfer electrodes V2, V3, V4 

are provided above the vertical charge transfer channel 37 
from an upstream side toWards a doWnstream side of the 
charge transfer direction (the direction indicated by the arroW 
Y). It is noted that the vertical transfer electrodes V1, V2, V3, 
V4 shoWn in FIG. 4 correspond, respectively, to the second 
vertical transfer electrode 43 on the most doWnstream side, 
the ?rst auxiliary transfer electrode 45, the second auxiliary 
transfer electrode 46 and the third auxiliary transfer electrode 
47. 

The vertical charge transfer channel 37 of the vertical 
charge transfer section 130 is formed as an n-type impurity 
region. In addition, as to the charge transfer channel 52a of the 
line memory 52, a charge transfer channel 5211(1) is formed of 
an n_-type impurity region, and a charge transfer channel 
5211(2) is formed of an n-type impurity region. 
As to the horizontal charge transfer channel 56 of the 

horizontal charge transfer section 54, the horizontal charge 
transfer channel 56 is formed of n-type impurity regions 75 
and n_-type impurity regions 77 Which are aligned alter 
nately. The respective horizontal transfer electrodes Ha are 
disposed in positions above the n-type impurity regions 75, 
and the respective horizontal transfer electrodes Hb are dis 
posed in positions above the n_-type impurity regions 77. It is 
noted that the horizontal transfer electrode Hb extends to turn 
round into a region de?ned betWeen the transfer control elec 
trode LM2 of the line memory 52 and the horizontal transfer 
electrode Ha. A portion beloW the region into Which the 
horizontal transfer electrode Hb turns round is also formed of 
an n_-type impurity region. 

Next, a basic operation Will be described Which is to be 
performed When transferring signal charges among the verti 
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10 
cal charge transfer channel 37 of the vertical charge transfer 
section 130, the charge transfer region 5211 of the line memory 
52 and the horizontal charge transfer channel 56 of the hori 
zontal charge transfer section 54. 

In FIG. 5, potential distributions and charges to be trans 
ferred in six states of (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) used in 
transferring the signal charges in the respective charge trans 
fer channels (37, 52, 56) shoWn in FIG. 4 are illustrated. 
Namely, a state of the respective charge transfer channel 
changes as shoWn in FIG. 5 by applying the predetermined 
driving pulses ((|)V1 to <|>V4, <|>LM, (PHI to <|>H4) to the respec 
tive electrodes. 

In addition, in FIG. 5, V1 to V4 represent states of the 
electrodes (43, 45, 46, 47) to Which the driving pulses ((|)V1 to 
<|>V4) are applied, respectively, and statuses of the charge 
transfer channel (37) Which lies beloW the electrodes (43, 45, 
46, 47). LM represents states of the electrodes (LM1, LM2) to 
Which the driving pulse <|>LM is applied and statuses of the 
charge transfer channel (52) Which lies beloW the electrodes 
(LM1, LM2). H1 to H4 represent states of the electrodes (Ha, 
Hb) to Which the driving pulses ((|)H1 to <|>H4) are applied, 
respectively, and statuses of the charge transfer channel (56) 
Which lies beloW the electrodes (Ha, Hb). 

Additionally, in FIG. 5, the respective potentials are repre 
sented by only tWo values; that is, “H” Which is a relatively 
high level (hereinafter, referred to simply as a “high level”) 
and “L” Which is a relatively loW level (hereinafter, referred to 
simply as “loW level”). 

In a state in FIG. 5(a), the respective electrodes V1 , V4, H1, 
H3 are at the loW level, and the respective electrodes V2, V3, 
LM, H4 are at the high level. Signal charges of the vertical 
charge transfer section 130 are stored in the charge transfer 
channel Which lies beloW the electrodes V2, V3. 

From this state, as shoWn in FIG. 5(b), When the electrode 
V4 is changed to the high level, since a barrier region (a 
potential barrier) in the charge transfer channel lying beloW 
the electrode V4 is eliminated, the signal charges move to the 
charge transfer channel 52a of the line memory 52 Which lies 
beloW the transfer control electrode LM. 

Next, as shoWn in FIG. 5(c), by sWitching the electrode V4 
to the high level so as to form the barrier region on the vertical 
charge transfer channel 37, it is prohibited that the charge 
move back to the vertical charge transfer section 130. There 
after, the electrode H1 is sWitched to the high level. Since the 
n- impurity region is present betWeen the transfer control 
electrode LM and the horizontal charge transfer section 54, 
the signal charges on the line memory 52 do not move. 

Then, furthermore, as shoWn in FIG. 5(d), When the trans 
fer control electrode LM is sWitched to the loW level, the 
signal charges move to the charge transfer channel beloW the 
electrode H1. Namely, FIG. 5(d) shoWs a state in Which the 
signal charges has moved from the vertical charge transfer 
section 130 to the horizontal charge transfer section 54 
through the line memory 52. 
When attempting to move the signal charges on the hori 

zontal charge transfer section 54 toWards the direction indi 
cated by the arroW X, the potential level of the adjacent 
electrode is changed and an upstream side Which lies in a 
direction in Which the signal charges move is sWitched to the 
loW level. 

For example, as shoWn in FIG. 5(e), When the electrodes 
H1, H4 are both at the loW level, as With the case shoWn in 
FIG. 5(d), there occurs no movement of the signal charges. 
Then, for example, as shoWn in FIG. 5(f), When the doWn 
stream-side electrode H4 is sWitched to the high level With the 
















